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ExecExec

•• System calls that allow a process to System calls that allow a process to 
execute a specified programexecute a specified program
–– Process identifier remains the same.Process identifier remains the same.
–– There is no return from exec.There is no return from exec.
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Sample program: Sample program: execlpexeclp.c.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <sys/ipc.h>

main()
{

execlp("cal","cal","2001",NULL);
printf("This statement is not executed 

if execlp succeeds.\n");
}
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PipePipe

•• The pipe() system callThe pipe() system call
–– Creates a pipe that can be shared Creates a pipe that can be shared 

between processesbetween processes
–– It returns two file descriptors,It returns two file descriptors,

•• One for reading from the pipeOne for reading from the pipe
•• The other, for writing into the pipeThe other, for writing into the pipe
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Using pipe: pipe.cUsing pipe: pipe.c
#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h> /* Include this file to use pipes */
#define BUFSIZE 80

main()
{

int fd[2], n=0, i;
char line[BUFSIZE];

pipe(fd); /* fd[0] is for reading,
fd[1] is for writing */
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Using pipe: pipe.cUsing pipe: pipe.c
if (fork() == 0) {

close(fd[0]); /* The child will not read */
for (i=0; i < 10; i++) {

sprintf(line,"%d",n); 
write(fd[1], line, BUFSIZE);
printf("Child writes: %d\n",n);  n++; sleep(2);

}}
else {

close(fd[1]); /* The parent will not write */
for (i=0; i < 10; i++) {

read(fd[0], line, BUFSIZE);
sscanf(line,"%d",&n); 
printf("\t\t\t Parent reads: %d\n",n);

} }}
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DupDup

•• The dup( The dup( fd fd ) system call:) system call:
–– Copies the descriptor, Copies the descriptor, fdfd, into the first , into the first 

empty slot in the file descriptor table of empty slot in the file descriptor table of 
the processthe process

–– Recall that the 0Recall that the 0thth location of the FD table location of the FD table 
is for is for stdin stdin and the 1and the 1stst location of the FD location of the FD 
table is for table is for stdoutstdout..

–– We can use this information to use We can use this information to use 
close() and dup() for redirecting close() and dup() for redirecting stdin stdin 
and/or and/or stdoutstdout..
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Sample program: dup.cSample program: dup.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <sys/ipc.h>

main()
{

int fd[2], n=0, i;

pipe(fd); 
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Sample program: dup.cSample program: dup.c
if (fork() == 0) { /* Child process */

close(1) ; dup(fd[1]) ; /* Redirect the stdout of this
process to the pipe. */

close(fd[0]);
for (i=0; i < 10; i++) { printf("%d\n",n); n++; }

}
else { /* Parent process */

close(0) ; dup(fd[0]) ; /* Redirect the stdin of this
process to the pipe */

close(fd[1]);
for (i=0; i < 10; i++) {  scanf("%d",&n); 

printf("n = %d\n",n); sleep(1);  }
} }
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AssignmentAssignment
•• Write a program that does the following:Write a program that does the following:

–– It prompts the user to enter the coordinates (x,y) It prompts the user to enter the coordinates (x,y) 
of a set of points terminated by of a set of points terminated by ––1.1.

–– It then forks a child process that executes the It then forks a child process that executes the gsgs
((ghostscriptghostscript) program.) program.

–– The parent reads in one point at a time and The parent reads in one point at a time and 
generates a postscript command that draws a generates a postscript command that draws a 
line from the previous point.line from the previous point.

–– The postscript command is passed to the child The postscript command is passed to the child 
process.process.

–– When the user enters When the user enters ––1, the parent asks the 1, the parent asks the 
child to quit and then terminates.child to quit and then terminates.
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Drawing Lines with PostscriptDrawing Lines with Postscript
250 250 translate250 250 translate
0 0 0 0 movetomoveto
100 100 100 100 linetolineto
100 200 100 200 linetolineto
closepathclosepath
strokestroke
quitquit


